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Short Description: 

High visibility Fashion Comfortable Softshell Jacket for Men with Stretchy Fabric 

Product Introduction: 

This is a new special material jacket. 3 layers functional fabric with TPU membrane, 

waterproof, breathable and windproof. Keep you warm and no sweaty in bad weather or 

wet working environment. Inside with micro fleece, novel appearance and warm feeling. 

Meanwhile, the fabric is a little stretchy to bring you more comfortable wearing experience.  

Contrast color zipper on front and bottom zipper. The zipper puller is reflective material, 

with the reflective tape on sleeve can provide a high visibility in night and keep safety.On 

the left chest, you can put your brand logo on it. We can also use different material for it.To 

keep the wind outside, there has an inner windproof flap under front zipper. It can also 

protect your chin when you pull the zipper to the top. On bottom, there have 2 zipper pocket 

to hold different belongs. 

As for the color way, we take one Hi-Vis color and navy blue color. Bright and attractive 

looking. This is a fashion trend color way for outdoor garment. Beside these, we have other 

color ways for your choice. Or we can follow your idea to make a brand new design. 

Product parameter:    

Item No. GL8658 

Description High visibility Comfortable Softshell Jacket for Men  

Fabric 96% polyester + 4% spandex/TPU/fleece embossed                              

Function Waterproof, breathable, keep warm 

Certificate OEKO-TEX 100, EN343 

Package 1pc/polybag, 20pcs/ctn 

MOQ. 800pcs/color 

Sample Free of charge for 1-3 pcs sample 

Delivery 30-90 days after firm order 

Greenland Added Value: 

1. Strict quality control. 

2. Frequent new designs and trend information.     

3. Fast and free samples. 
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4. Unique solution for customized budget. 

5. Warehouse storage service.   

6. Special QTY. size & pattern service. 

 


